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 The discrete element method (DEM) has been used as a popular simulation method 
in order to verify the designs by visualizing how materials flow through complex 
equipment geometries. Although DEM simulation is a powerful design tool, finding a 
DEM model that includes all real material properties is not computationally feasible.  
In order to obtain more realistic results, particle energy loss due to rolling friction has 
been highlighted by many researchers using various models to implement a reverse 
torque. On account of the complexity of the problem, there is no unique model for all 
applications (i.e. dynamic and pseudo-static regimes).  In this research work, an in-
house developed DEM software (KMPCDEM©) was used to assess the robustness of 
three models by comparing the repose angle obtained through the draw down test. The 
elastic–plastic spring dashpot model was then modified based on considering the 
individual parameters instead of the relative parameters of two contact entities.  The 
results showed that the modified model could produce a higher repose angle.  The 
modified model was used for the calibration of DEM input parameters in the 
simulation of repose angle of iron ore pellets in a laboratory setup of the draw down 
test.  Comparison of the calibrated DEM simulation (using 0.0007 and 0.75 for the 
rolling and sliding friction coefficients, respectively) with the laboratory results 
showed a good agreement between the predicted and measured angle of repose.  The 
non-calibrated DEM simulations are susceptible to error, and therefore, it is strongly 
recommended to use the laboratory experiments to characterize the materials before 
using the DEM simulation as a design tool of industrial equipment.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Discrete element method (DEM) 

It has been about 40 years since the original 
development [1] of the discrete method (DEM) and 
now it is used with numerous granular assembly 
applications [2-4].  DEM simulation provides a 
basic understanding of the processes under the 
controlled conditions [5].  This understanding of 
the process can also help to modify the strategy of 
processes, prevent the test prototypes, identify the 
deficiencies in equipment design, and likely, 
redesign of some equipment [6-8].  Hence, almost 
no design could be accepted for the construction 
stage without verification by numerical simulation 

methods (i.e., DEM) or pilot testing.  Although 
DEM simulation is a powerful design tool, finding 
a DEM model that includes real material properties 
(e.g., shape, cohesion and friction coefficients) is 
not computationally feasible [6].  A real bulk 
material, for example, a typical conveyor belt [9], 
is composed of millions of particles with very 
varied physical and dynamic features, different 
shapes and size distributions.  Despite all the 
improvements in DEM such as evolution of contact 
models and attempts to utilize the more realistic 
particles [10], DEM requires a high degree of 
simplifications.  Therefore, the accuracy of the 
DEM simulation results and their degree of 
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reliability for application in designs depends on the 
ability of finding a representative model for the 
bulk materials.  Since the bulk behavior of a 
particle system is affected by the collective 
interactions of individual particles, it is very useful 
to study the material behavior on the particle scale 
which is the primary concern of this paper.   

 

 

1.1.1. Modelling particle behavior in DEM 
In DEM, movements of particles (that are 

considered as spheres, for simplicity) falls into two 
groups: free falling and colliding states [7, 11].  
Figure 1-a shows an ith contact between the 
particles A and B in the contact point of C. A 
contact force (Fi) is working, which is decomposed 
to normal (Ni) and tangential (Ti) components [12]. 
The in-depth presentations of the mathematical 
formulation and computer implementation can be 
found elsewhere [11].   

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1. A 2D illustration of forces acting on particle A in contact with particle B, a) translational and b) 

rotational motions (Zhou et al., 1999 [13]). 

Generally, the contact deformation and rolling 
are two phenomena that may occur in the contact 
between two particles [14]. The former is usually 
separated into relative translations (including both 
normal and tangential) and relative rotations.  The 
relative tangential deformation is called sliding. 
The governing equation for the translational 
motion of particle A (shown in Figure1-a) can be 
written as [12]: 

푚
푑푉
푑푡

= 푚푔 + (푁 + 푇 ) (1) 

where m and V are the mass and velocity of 
particle A, respectively, and t is time. Besides the 
contact force, another force acting on particle A is 
the gravitational force, mg.  Since the forces act at 
the contact point between particles A and B rather 
than the particle center, a torque (Mi, shown in 
Figure1-b) will generate, causing particle A to 
rotate [13]. Thus, the governing equation for the 
rotational motion of particle A is: 

푟 × 푇 = 퐼
푑휔
푑푡

 (2) 

where ω  is the angular velocity, and I is the 
moment of inertia of particle A.  In addition to the  
translational and rotational motions, two particles 
may roll across each other.  The translational and 
rotational motions are clear, but this is not the case 
for the rolling. The composition of the translation 
of particle centroids and the rotations of the 
particles about their centroids is called rolling 
motion.  It has generally been accepted that particle 
rolling is a major microscopic deformation 
mechanism during the flow of cohesionless 
granular materials [12, 13]. 

In DEM simulation, where the particles are 
considered spherical, the particles collide in a 
single contact point which makes them rolls freely 
[12, 15]. The free rolling feature makes particles 
move continuously which makes the formation of 
a stable heap impossible, and finally, a flatten 
shape is obtained [2, 5, 13]. On the other hand, a 
problem of steady movement by rolling is that the 
flow behavior developed in this simulation is 
completely different from that observed in the 
natural processes. The difference seems to be 
originated from a lack of rolling friction (or rolling 
resistance in some literature) at contacts.  
Hysteresis at the contact point and the effect of 
shape are two main sources that contribute to 
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energy loss due to rolling in real physical systems 
[9, 16]. The former is of importance for granular 
materials, however, in practice, the effect of shape 
is the predominant effect [9, 17, 18].   

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of shape on the 
energy loss of particles. When two circular 
particles are in contact, the contact point is always 
in the same direction of the line connecting the 

centers of two particles (i.e., normal direction). In 
this case, the normal force could not produce a 
torque that could resist to rolling.  For the case of 
two arbitrary particles (with real shape), both the 
tangential and normal forces could create torque. 
The former causes the rotation of particle and the 
latter acts to oppose rolling motion [14].   

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Calculation of torque for, a) two circular particles and b) arbitrary 2D particles (Bagi and Kuhn, 2004 
[14]). 

As it was stated, the shape plays an important role 
in the behavior of granular materials, but it is a 
complex factor to model in DEM [9]. As a result, 
using the rolling friction as a simple way to 
introduce shape-like behavior has been highlighted 
by many researchers [2, 9, 16, 17, 19, 20-23].  
Consequently, they have attempted to express a 
reverse torque for rolling friction using different 
models.  In order to implement the idea, the 
conservation law of angular momentum for the 
particle (i.e., Equation 2) is rewritten as: 

(푟 × 푇  + 푀 ) = 퐼
푑휔
푑푡

 (3) 

1.1.2. Application of rolling friction in DEM 
Six model types are commonly used to form a 

resistive torque and consequently the rolling 
friction in DEM.   

Group A models: In these cases, only the 
direction of relative angular velocity of the 
particles forming the contact is important [13, 24, 
25].  The rolling resistance torque, M , is defined 
as; 

푀 = −
휔

|휔 | 휇 푅 퐹  (4) 

where, μ , F , ω  and R  are the rolling 
friction coefficient, contact normal force, relative 
angular velocity of the particles forming the 
contact and effective radius, respectively.  

Group B models: Despite the above models, both 
magnitude and direction of relative angular (or 
translational) velocity at the contact due to rolling 
are important [5]. The resistive torque in type B 
models is of the form; 

푀 = −휇 푅 퐹 (휔 푟 − 휔 푟 ) (5) 

Group C models: Is a class of elastic–plastic 
spring dashpot models that composites the elastic 
and viscous parts [14, 16, 26, 27].  The general 
form of group C models is defined by Equation (6). 

푀 = 푀 + 푀  (6) 

The elastic part of the group C models rolling 
resistance (∆M ) is defined in an incremental way 
by the following; 

∆푀 = −푘 휔 ∆푡 (7) 

where k  is a parameter known as the rolling 
stiffness that characterizes the compliance (defined 
as 2J R F  with J  being a dimensionless 
coefficient that varies theoretically from 0.25 to 0.5 
and found to be close to 0.5 for hard particles on a 
flat surface [16].) and ∆t is the time step in DEM 
calculations.  The cumulative form of Equation (7) 
is: 

푀 ,  ∆ =   푀 , + ∆푀
푀 ,  ∆  ≤ 푀

 (8) 

Where 
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푀 = 휇 푅 퐹  (9) 

is the limiting spring torque that is achieved at a 
full mobilization rolling angle.   

The viscous component (M ) is of the form: 

Mr,  t+∆t
d = -Crωrel,  & Mr,  t+∆t

d  <Mr
m

0,                 otherwise
 (10) 

where the damping rate (C ) is defined as C =
2η I k , with I  being the equivalent moment of 
inertia and η  being the rolling viscous damping 
ratio.   

Group D models: These models tend to apply a 
resistive torque that is related to the angular 
velocity of each individual particle (i.e., ω   or ω ) 
rather than the relative behavior of a pair of 
contacting particles [15, 19].  Equation (11) 
describes one example of this type of rolling 
friction models. 

Mi=-μrFi,j
C,n ωi

|ωi|
; Mj=-μrFi,j

C,n ωj

ωj
 (11) 

Group E models: These models are related to the 
rolling velocity (V ; defined in Equation (12)).  The 
form of these models is given by Equation (13). 

푉 = −푅  푛 × (휔 −휔 ) (12) 

with the unit vector n pointing from the center of 
particle j to the center of particle i. 

푀 = 푘 푉 ∆푡;   푘 푉 ∆푡 ≤ 휇 퐹  (13) 

Group F models: The force base models are 
defined as: 

푀 = 푅  푛 × 푅  (14) 

The rolling force (R ) can be computed as two 
following equations: 

Rk=sgn(-Vrel)×min (γsmij|Vrel|, μs|Nk|);  (15-a) 
Vrel=r×(ωi+ωj)         

Rk=
Ro,k

Ro,k
×min ( Ro,k , μr|Nk|) 

(15-b) 
Ro,k=-kr∆Ur-CrVr 

To the best of our knowledge, all the major types 
of rolling friction models used in DEM simulations 
could be classified in one of the six outlined model 
groups.  It has also been reported the successful 
application of almost all models to reproduce the 
real results by various researchers [9, 13, 20, 24, 
27-30].  In general, the difference between the 
rolling friction models arises from the nature of the 
specific problem studied.  For instance, some of 
these models have been presented to solve the 

geomechanical problems such as the simulation of 
shear band development [2, 12, 18, 28, 29].  Others 
were related to the theoretical investigation of the 
particle rolling on a flat surface [5] or the role of 
the rolling friction in granular packing [30].  The 
main objective of a large number of studies has 
been to reproduce a stable pile with a specific 
repose angle [9, 13, 20, 24, 27, 30].  Accordingly, 
it seems that the rolling resistance models are case 
specific.  For example, the simulation results 
reported by the researchers have been shown that 
the group B models do not have the necessary 
efficiency to form a stable pile.  In short, it could 
be stated that on account of complexity of the 
problem, there is no unique model for all 
applications (i.e. dynamic and pseudo-static 
regimes).   

we believe that the best way to solve the problem 
of the ambiguity of the rolling friction model 
selection in the DEM relations is to evaluate the 
existing models and try to modify them regarding 
the objective of the research.  In addition to the 
difficulty of selecting the optimal rolling friction 
model, the determination of the model parameters, 
such as rolling friction coefficient, and generally 
all the input simulation parameters (i.e., 
calibration) is a challenging step in DEM 
simulations [30-37]. 

1.2. Calibration of DEM simulations 

Individual simple experiments such as the angle 
of repose (AoR) in various testing methods are 
commonly used as the reference for the calibration 
of cohesionless and free-flowing bulk materials 
[24, 27, 31, 32, 34, 36, 38, 39].  The common tests 
are lifting cylinder, shear box, hopper and draw 
down.  Generally, the calibration is carried out by 
systematic variation of the parameters (i.e., trial-
and-error) or using the optimization algorithms 
[40] until a suitable combination of input 
parameters is found.  In other words, the key input 
parameters of DEM simulation (rolling and sliding 
friction coefficients) which mainly influence the 
macroscopic behavior of bulk materials are 
regularly changed until similar results to the 
laboratory tests are numerically replicated in DEM.  
Since the lifting cylinder, shear box and hopper 
tests describe only a pseudo-static regime, the draw 
down box focusing on both the dynamic and 
pseudo-static regimes is preferred by researchers 
[41].   

A full access to an in-house developed DEM 
software (KMPCDEM

©) source codes enabled us to 
add or modify the algorithms and related 
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relationships.  The objective of the present work 
was to assess the robustness of three models of 
rolling friction and calibration of input parameters 
by comparing the repose angle of iron ore pellets 
obtained through the draw down test in a laboratory 
setup. A well-accepted model of rolling friction 
was then modified and applied to DEM relations of 
KMPCDEM

©. The simulation results showed that 
the modified model was able to produce high 
repose angles. Finally, a comparison of the 
calibrated DEM simulation and the laboratory 
results showed a good agreement. 

2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Experimental setup 

The calibration experiments were conducted 
using the draw down test, representing the 

discharge of a hopper. The dimensions of the 
experimental setup (including two boxes) are given 
in Figure 3-a. The depths were 100 mm and 160 
mm for the upper and lower box, respectively. The 
outlet opening was set to a width of 110 mm. The 
overviews of the draw down test before and after 
opening the flap are shown in Figure 3-b. As a 
result, four experimental reference criteria (shown 
in Figure 4) in one test could be generated [41]. The 
criteria are the followings: 

 AoR in the lower box (β ) 

 Mass flow rate (ṁ ) 

 Shear angle in the upper box (φ ) 

 Discharged mass in the lower box (m ) 

 

   
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. a) A 3D view of draw down test setup, b) An overview of the draw down test (for spherical plastic 
beads). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. The schematic representation of the four criteria in the calibration process a) dynamic regime, b) static 
regime. 

ṁ  

m  β  

φ  
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2.2. Experimental conditions and procedures 
A sample of iron ore pellets classified as 17 mm 

(i.e., the top size) was used for the experimental 
investigations. The pellets generally have high 
porosity and a mechanical strength and low 
adhesion (Figure5). The material was easy to 
handle and represented a typical non-cohesive and 
free flowing material.  Furthermore, this material is 
a common type that KMPC often deals with and it 
was required to characterize to find a DEM model 
for future works. The particle size distribution of 
the pellets is given in Table 1. The test was 
repeated three times to check the repeatability.  The 
test procedure was filmed using a high-speed 
camera and, some photos were also taken. 

Table 1. Particle size distribution of iron ore pellets. 
Size (mm) Fraction (%) 

17 8 
15 13 
14 39 
11 28 
10 12 

 
The repose and shear angles in photos were 

exactly measured in degrees by an electronic 
protractor goniometer (MB-Ruler version 5.0). The 
mass flow rate was estimated by image processing 
the films based on 2 seconds of entire falling time.  
In the conducted experiment, the discharged mass 
in the lower box was weighed. 

 
Figure6. Sample of iron ore pellets.  

2.3. Simulation conditions and procedures 
For the numerical investigations, identical 

conditions (both setup and PSD) of the laboratory 
experiments were used for the simulations. Table 2 
indicates the parameters used in the simulations.  
Considering the four criteria and based on trial-
and-error procedure (at different coefficients of 
friction with 0.0001 intervals for rolling and 0.05 
for sliding), the calibration was carried out.  In this 
way, 35 simulations were required until a suitable 
combination of the rolling and sliding friction 
coefficients was found. After performing each 
simulation, three snapshots were taken and the 
repose and shear angles in the photos were 
measured.  Knowing the position and velocity of 
all particles in DEM simulations, the mass flow 
rate was calculated for 2 s of simulation for the 
falling particles.  The discharged mass in the lower 
box was calculated by means of the density and 
radius (i.e., volume) of the particles located in the 
lower box. 

 
Table 2. DEM parameters used for the calibration simulations. 

Parameter Initial value Calibrated value* Unit 
Number of particles  32370  

Density  7860 Kg/m3 

Elasticity modulus  0.24 MPa 
Coefficient of rolling friction 0 0.0007  
Coefficient of sliding friction 0.5 0.75  

Coefficient of restitution  0.75  
Viscous rolling damping ratio  0.3  

J  for calculation of rolling stiffness  0.4  
Cohesive force  0 N 

Time step  1.7 × 10-4 s 
Poisson’s ratio  0.25  

*Explained in Section 3.2    
 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Assessment of rolling friction models  

The primary objective of the present work was to 
evaluate the performance of three more accepted 
models of rolling friction (i.e., models A, B, and 

C). To this end, these models were investigated 
based on producing an AoR in the lower box for 
the static regime. Since we were interested in the 
overall understanding of the performance of 
models, we chose the scaled down setup (i.e., 1:10) 
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with low resolution to quickly perform the 
evaluation. In other words, three simulations 
(Figure 6) were conducted for 31886 mono-sized 
particles (i.e., 1.7 mm) and for a period of 20 s.  The 
results obtained showed that for a given rolling 
friction coefficient (i.e., 0.1) these models could 
produce similar AoR in the lower box for the static 
regime, but only the type C model (elastic–plastic 

spring dashpot model) provided a more stable shear 
angle in the upper box. It was in agreement with 
the researchers who had reported that the group C 
models could provide stable torques and appeared 
to work in various cases [12, 16, 41]. Accordingly, 
this well-accepted model was selected for more 
investigations in the dynamic regime. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. AoR tests - particle size: 1.7 mm - simulation time: 20 s - 훍퐫 = ퟎ.ퟏ, a) type C model, b) type B model 
and c) type C model. 

Figure 7 shows a comparison between AoR in the 
lower box for the dynamic regime at different 
rolling friction coefficients.  Since this model could 
not produce relatively high repose angles (e.g., 29° 

for the repose angle of iron ore pellets) even by 
using high values of rolling friction coefficient 
(e.g., 0.7), it was decided to modify the general 
form of the model.   

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. AoR tests - particle size: 1.7 mm - simulation time: 2 s - type C model, a) 훍퐫 = ퟎ (without applying the 
rolling friction model), b) 훍퐫 = ퟎ. ퟏ and c) 훍퐫 = ퟎ.ퟕ. 

Ai et al. [16] have claimed that the models in 
category D are not efficient since the contact pair 
torques are not at equilibrium. In all models, except 
for the group D models, the resistance torque is 

applied as an equal to the particles forming the 
contact. In this manner, the variables (e.g., 
angular velocity, radius and moment of inertia) 
required to calculate the resistance torque are 

13° 23° 24° 
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considered as the relative quantities. It seems 
that referring to the Newton’s third law the torque 
applies in this manner [17], while there is no 
rational reason to apply this law to moments like 
forces.  

When the particle size distribution is narrow, the 
variables of particles such as linear and angular 
velocity during a simulation run are close to each 
other. Hence, using the relative parameters in 
resistance torques cannot create the sufficient 
friction in cases except facing collisions to stop the 
steady movement of particles by rolling. 
Accordingly, two different resistance torques must 
be applied to the particles forming the contact by 
considering the individual parameters instead of 
the relative values. 

In spite of rejection of group D models by Ai et 
al. [16], the results of the present paper (Figure 8) 
showed that the modification of the group C 
models based on the concept of group D models 
could produce a higher AoR for a given rolling 
friction coefficient.  By this approach, a fewer 
number of simulations is required to be performed 
in trial-and-error procedure (i.e., systematic 
variation of the parameters) for the calibration 
process because the desired similarity is faster 
observed. The general form of the modified model 
is similar to the group C models but the individual 
angular velocity, radius and moment of inertia of 
each of two contact entities are used instead of the 
relative angular velocity, effective radius and 
equivalent moment of inertia, respectively.   

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. AoR tests - particle size: 1.7 mm - simulation time: 2 s - 훍퐫 = ퟎ.ퟏ, a) type C model, b) modified type C 
model. 

3.2. Calibration results 
The modified model was exerted in the 

KMPCDEM
© codes and then identical conditions 

(both setup and PSD) of the laboratory experiment 
were used for the calibration simulations. Table 3 
provides a summary of four reference criteria 
measured in the laboratory setup and in simulations 
with only three combinations of rolling (μ ) and 
sliding ( μ ) friction coefficients from 35 
combinations. Each measurement was repeated 
three times (for both the left and right angles), and 
then the average and standard deviations (STD) 
were reported (Table 3).  

The final results of the calibration for iron ore 
pellets using coefficient of sliding friction of 0.75 

and coefficient of rolling friction of 0.0007 are 
shown in Figure 9. Comparison of the simulation 
and laboratory results showed a good agreement 
between the predicted and the measured angle of 
repose. The small differences seem to be originated 
from not considering the particle shape effects and 
assuming a spherical shape for particles. On the 
other hand, the shape can cause both rotation and 
resistance, whereas rolling friction always acts in 
the opposite direction of rolling motion. In this 
way, it is not unusual to observe somewhat higher 
angles in simulations in comparison to the real 
systems. The main outcome of this work could be 
stated as the accuracy of the simulation results 
considerably depending on the calibration process.   

 

23° 36° 
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Table 3. Four reference criteria (simulation and experiment) at different combinations of rolling and sliding 
friction coefficients. 

 훍퐫; 훍퐬 
Simulation Experiment  0; 0.5 0.0003; 0.65 0.0007; 0.75 

β  Average (deg.) 22.6 25.7 28.6 28.5 
 STD (deg.) 0.4 0.9 0.8 1.0 

φ  Average (deg.) 16.6 20.4 36.8 35.5 
 STD (deg.) 0.7 2.6 0.6 1.1 

m  Average (kg) 67.6 59.3 55.6 57.1 
 STD (kg) 0.5 0.6 1.1 0.4 

ṁ  Average (kg/s) 4.5 4.0 3.1 3.5 
 STD (kg/s) 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.5 

 

   
(a) (b) 

   
(c) (d) 

Figure 9. Results of the calibration: a) laboratory experiment, b) simulation using 훍퐫 = 0 and 훍퐬 = 0.5, c) 
simulation using 훍퐫 = 0.0003 and 훍퐬 = 0.65 and d) final simulation using 훍퐫 = 0.0007 and 훍퐬 = 0.75. 

4. Conclusions 
The in-house developed DEM software 

(KMPCDEM
©) was used to assess the robustness of 

three models of rolling friction. The results 
obtained showed that the modified elastic–plastic 
spring dashpot model could produce a more 
realistic angle of repose for iron ore pellets. By 
performing simulations, it was found that the 
coefficient of rolling and sliding frictions in the 

case of pellets used in the work must be to 0.0007 
and 0.75, respectively in order to make spherical 
particles to behave like a bulk material made up of 
real particles. Since the non-calibrated DEM 
simulations are prone to error, it is strongly 
recommended to use the laboratory experiments to 
characterize the materials before using the DEM 
simulation as a design tool in plants.   
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دهد)، به هاي صنعتی (از طریق ایجاد دید بصري از آنچه در تجهیزات رخ میسازي رایج براي تأیید طراحیروش اجزاي گسسته (راگ) به عنوان یک روش شبیه
یژگیمام وت کنندهفیواند توصکه بت یمدل افتنی یاست، اما به لحاظ محاسبات یطراح يابزار قدرتمند برا کیاگرچه راگ گیرد. طور گسترده مورد استفاده قرار می

هایی اند با ارائه مدلتر به واقعیت سعی کردهاز این رو، محققین زیادي براي بدست آوردن نتایج نزدیک است. زیبرانگباشد، دشوار و چالش یذرات واقع يرفتار يها
ه دلیل پیچیدگی موضوع، تاکنون مدل منحصربفردي که به خوبی هم شرایط ها جلوگیري کنند. ببراي یک گشتاور مخالف، با کاهش انرژي ذرات از غلتش آزادانه آن

©(افزار بومی پایدار و هم دینامیکی را پوشش دهد، ارائه نشده است. در این تحقیق، از یک نرم
DEMKMPC(  براي بررسی سه دسته مدل از طریق مقایسه زاویه قرار

پالستیکی فنر و میراگر بر اساس در نظر گرفتن پارامترهاي جزئی ذرات درگیر در برخورد به جاي -بدست آمده در آزمون جعبه تخلیه استفاده شد. مدل االستیکی
سازي ند زوایاي قرار باالتري را بازتولید کند. این مدل در کالیبراسیون پارامترهاي ورودي شبیهتواپارامترهاي نسبی اصالح شد. نتایج نشان داد که مدل اصالح شده می

از  سازي نشان داد که با استفادههاي سنگ آهن در یک دستگاه آزمایشگاهی آزمون جعبه تخلیه استفاده شد. مقایسه نتایج آزمایشگاهی و شبیهزاویه قرار گندله
یبراسیون هاي بدون کالسازيی و لغزشی می توان به تطابق خوبی دست پیدا کرد. چون نتایج شبیهشبه ترتیب، براي ضرایب اصطکاك غلت، 75/0و  0007/0مقادیر 

هاي آزمایشگاهی براي هاي صنعتی، از آزمونسازي راگ براي طراحیشود که پیش از استفاده از نتایج شبیهمستعد خطاي باالیی هستند، توصیه اکید می
  سازي استفاده شود. سنجی ذرات مورد شبیهوصیتخص
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